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Abstract. Biological development is a complex process that mediates
between genotypes, to which mutations occur, and phenotypes, on which
selection acts. Properties of development can therefore have considerable
impact on evolution. However, in many existing simulation models of de-
velopment, the developmental process itself is diﬃcult to recover and/or
analyse. We have previously introduced a model of development in which
the developmental process is represented as a cell lineage. Here we use
this model to further explore the control of development, and the inﬂu-
ence that development has on shaping an adaptive landscape.
1 Introduction
Novel phenotypic forms arise from gene mutations that reprogram developmental
trajectories [1]. Evolution by natural selection occurs because certain individuals,
by virtue of some heritable phenotypic trait, stand a better chance of surviving
to pass on their genes to oﬀspring than others. The speciﬁc phenotypic traits
that increase an organism’s chance of reproduction will depend on the nature of
the ecological niche it inhabits. In a relatively stable environment, it is therefore
possible to imagine an adaptive gradient mapped to phenotypic space.
The idea of an adaptive phenotypic space was introduced by Simpson [2], who
described a two-dimensional landscape representing the possible combinations
of two phenotypic characters in which elevation corresponded to ﬁtness. The
highest point in the landscape represents the phenotype that is most adapted to
the current environment. Because environments are dynamic, the location of this
optimum point will move over time. Simpson’s adaptive phenotypic landscape is
a descendant of the ﬁtness landscape described by Wright [3] but diﬀers in two
respects. First, the axes of Wright’s ﬁtness landscape represent gene frequencies
rather than phenotypic characters. Second, the structure of ﬁtness landscapes is
typically more complex due to epistatic interactions between genes.
There is an important relationship between genotypic and phenotypic land-
scapes. The adaptive phenotypic landscape speciﬁes the direction of evolution
favoured by selection. However, any movement from phenotype A to phenotype
B in phenotypic space is contingent upon genotype B being mutationally accessi-
ble from genotype A in genotypic space (Figure 1). The mapping from a genotypeFig.1. Phenotypic adaptation depends on mutational accessibility. In order for phe-
notype adaptation to proceed from phenotype A to phenotype B, there must be a
mutationally accessible path of genotypes between genotypes A and B. The mapping
from genotypic to phenotypic space will be aﬀected by the nature of development.
to a phenotype is deﬁned by the developmental process; therefore, properties of
the developmental process will aﬀect adaptation. Determining the impact that
development has on adaptive landscapes requires a better understanding of the
mapping between genotypic and phenotypic space.
This study explores the eﬀect on evolution of a developmental mapping based
on the dynamics of a gene regulatory network. The following section describes
the artiﬁcial cell lineage model. Two series of simulations are then used to explore
the eﬀects of diﬀerent phenotypic constraints, and diﬀerent target complexities,
on adaptive search diﬃculty. Finally, the results of these simulations are analysed
to provide insight into the characteristics of the adaptive landscape.
2 The artiﬁcial cell lineage model
The artiﬁcial cell lineage model consists of two components: a network compo-
nent that generates the gene expression dynamics controlling development and a
cell lineage component that deﬁnes how these dynamics are interpreted to deﬁne
an ontogeny. The model is described brieﬂy here; a more thorough description
and justiﬁcation can be found elsewhere ([4,5]).
The genetic component of the model is deﬁned by a network of interacting
nodes, based on a standard recurrent network architecture. Three layers of nodes
represent NI input, NR regulatory and NO output genes respectively. All input
nodes are connected to all regulatory nodes, all regulatory nodes are connected
to all output nodes, and each regulatory node is connected to, on average, K
other regulatory nodes (including self connections). The interactions between two
network layers are represented by a weight matrix, in which the entry at row i,
column j speciﬁes the inﬂuence that gene j has on gene i. For the simulations,
random networks were created by setting each weight to a value drawn at random
from a Gaussian distribution with mean zero and standard deviation W. The
state of the network was updated synchronously in discrete time steps, with the




where wij is the level of the interaction from node j to node i, θi is the
activation threshold of node i, and σ(x) is the logistic sigmoid function.
A cell lineage is a record of a developmental trajectory in the form of a binary
tree [6]: the root node represents the fertilised egg cell; the non-terminal nodes
represent the transient states that cells pass through whilst diﬀerentiating; and
the terminal nodes represent the ﬁnal diﬀerentiated cells that exist at the end of
the developmental process. Therefore, the terminal nodes of the cell lineage that
represent an organism’s phenotype, and the topology of the tree describes the
relationship between all cells that existed at some point during development.
The network model described above is a general purpose computing device.
In a developmental system, the computation performed is the transformation of
a temporal sequence of contextual inputs into an ordered pattern of cell division
and diﬀerentiation events. Two input nodes speciﬁed the relative position of a
cell with respect to its sibling. After division, the activation of these nodes was
set to {0,1} in the left daughter and {1,0} in the right daughter. The output
nodes were used to determine cell division and diﬀerentiation. If the activation
of the ﬁrst output node was above a certain division threshold θd, that cell would
divide, otherwise it would diﬀerentiate. In development, the likelihood of a cell
continuing to divide decreases over time. To simulate this, the division threshold
was scaled dynamically, according to θd = 1−0.01eλd where d was the depth of
the current cell and λ was a scaling parameter. Once a cell stopped dividing, the
remaining NO − 1 output nodes were used to determine its diﬀerentiation type
via a ‘one-hot’ or exclusive encoding scheme.
3 Evolving complex cell lineages
We have previously demonstrated that the artiﬁcial cell lineage model is capable
of generating a diverse range of ontogenies of varying levels of complexity [7,
8,4]. The aims of these simulations were to investigate the eﬀect of diﬀerent
phenotypic distance metrics on the type of lineages located by adaptive search,
and to investigate how the diﬃculty of adaptive search increased as phenotypic
targets became more complex. The speciﬁc targets for the adaptive tasks used
in this study are derived from the lineages of the organisms C. elegans and H.
roretzi. The use of targets derived from real lineages is important because we
know that they have been evolved once, and hence are of a biologically plausible
level of complexity. Deﬁning and measuring biological complexity are diﬃcult
issues: a full description of the metric employed here can be found in [5], and
further exploration of the complexity of cell lineages can be found in [9].
We make a simplifying assumption that adaptation is occurring in a ﬁxed
environment, and the target phenotype is the most highly adapted to that envi-
ronment. Fitness was calculated in terms the distance between the current and
target phenotypes. In a real environment, ecological niches are highly dynamic,
changing as environments change or according to ﬂuctuations in co-evolutionary
relationships. However, when environmental change is slower than adaptation,
the assumption of a static ﬁtness landscape is not implausible.Fig.2. The four phenotypic distance metrics as applied to the C. elegans male V6L.pap
lineage [10]. See text for a full description of each metric.
3.1 Measuring ﬁtness
Cell lineages are an organisational, rather than morphological, description of a
phenotype and can be quantiﬁed and compared in an automated fashion. We
deﬁned four metrics based on the phenotypic component of a cell lineage (i.e., the
terminal cells) in terms of the intersection between three types of constraint:
on the set of cell identities, the relative spatial location of each cell, and the
point in developmental time at which they appear. The ﬁrst and most basic
constraint is on the cell fate distribution: the requirement that a certain number
of cells of each speciﬁc type are present at the end of development. The second
and third constraints require that each terminal cell be correctly positioned in
relation to the other cells in the phenotype, and appear at the correct time during
development. We do not suggest that natural selection acts to explicitly satisfy
these constraints, but rather that they may serve as surrogates for a broad range
of selective criteria operating on development.
For each of the ﬁtness metrics used in this study, the identity constraint was
considered fundamental and always used, in addition to which temporal and
spatial constraints could be applied either separately or together. The practical
implication of each of these constraints and their intersection is illustrated in
Figure 2. In each case, the ﬁtness metric is applied to the terminal cells of the
fully developed cell lineage.Table 1. Performance of walks using diﬀerent phenotypic distance metrics
Temporal Spatial Perfect Runs Unique
Constraint Constraint (of 500) Lineages
No No 499 496
No Yes 288 103
Yes No 201 113
Yes Yes 27 1
No temporal or spatial constraints. When there were no temporal or
spatial constraints, a phenotype was considered as an unordered set of cell fates
and the ﬁtness f(C,T) of the current cell fate set C with respect to the target
cell fate set T was deﬁned as: f(C,T) =
￿
|(C ∩ T)| − |(C ⊖ T)|
￿
/|T| where |T|
is the size of set T, C ∩ T is the intersection of sets C and T and C ⊖ T is the
symmetric diﬀerence of sets C and T.
Temporal constraints only. When temporal constraints were used, each
cell fate was tagged with its depth in the lineage and preceding equation was
used to calculate ﬁtness.
Spatial constraints only. When spatial constraints were used, a phenotype
was considered as an ordered sequence of cell fates and the ﬁtness f(C,T) of the
current cell fate sequence C with respect to the target cell fate sequences T was




/|T| where Lev(C,T) was the Levenshtein
distance between sequences C and T (see [5] for the algorithm used to calculate
this metric) and |T| was the length of sequence T.
Both temporal and spatial constraints. When both temporal and spatial
constraints were used, each cell fate was tagged with its depth in the lineage and
the preceding equation was used to calculate ﬁtness.
3.2 Comparison of diﬀerent phenotypic distance metrics
An initial set of adaptive walks compared the eﬀect of using the four diﬀerent
phenotypic distance metrics described above as ﬁtness measures. For each met-
ric, an ensemble of 500 networks with eight fully connected regulatory nodes
(N = 8,K = 8,W = 2.0) were created and adaptive walks were performed.
Each adaptive walk consisted of 20,000 steps; at each step, a new network was
created by replacing one weight at random with a new value drawn from a Gaus-
sian distribution with mean zero and standard deviation W. The newly created
network replaced the current network if its ﬁtness was equal to or greater than
that of the current lineage.
As anticipated, as phenotypic deﬁnition became more constrained, the dif-
ﬁculty of the search process increased (Table 1). With no spatial or temporal
constraints, only one of 500 walks failed to ﬁnd a perfect solution (i.e., a cell lin-
eage whose terminal nodes consisted of the correct quantity of each cell type). In
contrast, with both spatial and temporal constraints, only 27 of 500 walks were
able to ﬁnd lineages that produced the target phenotype. When the phenotypicTable 2. Target Lineage Details
Lineage Number of Number of Maximum Weighted
Cells Cell Types Depth Complexity
C. elegans maleV6Lpap 12 4 5 6.55
C. elegans C 48 4 6 11.23
C. elegans MSp 46 5 7 22.49
C. elegans MSa 48 5 7 26.55
H. roretzi (half) 55 7 6 31.57
deﬁnition incorporated either spatial or temporal constraints, around half of
the runs found lineages that produced the target phenotype. Spatial constraints
were moderately easier to satisfy than temporal constraints (288 compared to
201 perfect solutions).
The phenotypic deﬁnition had a signiﬁcant eﬀect on the variety of lineages
that were found. Of the 499 solutions found with no spatial and temporal con-
straints, 496 of the lineages generating these phenotypes were unique. In con-
trast, the intersection of spatial and temporal constraints restricted the space of
possible solutions to a single lineage, that of the original data set. One explana-
tion for the lower rate of success under this phenotypic deﬁnition appears to be
the structure of the adaptive landscape. Using the least constrained phenotypic
deﬁnition means that a greater number of lineages map to the target pheno-
type, and hence a larger proportion of genotypic space maps, via ontogeny, to a
perfect ﬁtness value. When the most constrained phenotypic deﬁnition is used,
only a single lineage maps to the target phenotype, and hence a much smaller
proportion of genotypic space maps to a perfect ﬁtness value.
3.3 Comparison of diﬀerent phenotypic targets
The second series of adaptive walks compared the performance of adaptive walks
on ﬁve target lineages derived from real data sets (Table 2). The ﬁrst target
lineage was the C. elegans male V6L.pap used above (shown in Figure 2). Three
further target lineages from C. elegans were also used: the sublineage of the
C founder cell, which produces the muscle and epidermis cells in the posterior
region of the worm’s body; and two sublineages, MSa and MSp, of the MS
founder cell, which primarily produces the pharynx (a digestive organ), but also
some muscle cells and the somatic gonad precursors [11]. The ﬁnal target lineage
was taken from the ascidian H. roretzi [12].
For each phenotypic target, an ensemble of 50 random networks (N = 16,K =
16,W = 2.0) was generated and adaptive walks were performed as above. The
second phenotypic deﬁnition (spatial constraints only) was used to evaluate the
ﬁtness of each phenotype. Each adaptive walk consisted of 60,000 steps.
The results of these simulations demonstrate that adaptive search becomes
more diﬃcult as the complexity of the target lineage increases (Table 3). While
almost half of the walks were able to locate the simplest lineage (C. elegansTable 3. Performance of walks using targets of varying complexity
Target Best Remaining Avg. Fitness Perfect Runs
Lineage Fitness Errors (Std. Dev.) (of 50)
C. elegans maleV6Lpap 1.0 - 0.938 (0.071) 24
C. elegans C 1.0 - 0.950 (0.038) 6
C. elegans MSp 0.956 3 0.852 (0.068) -
C. elegans MSa 0.958 3 0.834 (0.076) -
H. roretzi (half) 0.982 1 0.745 (0.074) -
maleV6Lpap), the best performing walk on the most complex lineage (H. roretzi)
contained a single incorrect cell after 60,000 steps. In order to demonstrate that
the MSp, MSa and H. roretzi tasks were in fact achievable, the best performing
networks on each of these targets were re-run with no limitations on the maxi-
mum length of the walk. At least one walk was able to locate each of the target
lineages; however the search times required were on the order of 300,000 steps.
3.4 Analysis of an adaptive walk
The progress of an adaptive walk towards a target may be measured in several
ways (Figure 3 shows the ﬁrst 60,000 steps of a successful adaptive walk using
the H. roretzi target, after which only one incorrect terminal cell remained).
Fitness followed a hyperbolic trajectory over the duration of the walk; a
pattern commonly observed in evolution under both computational and in vitro
conditions [13].
Complexity (as deﬁned in [5]) tended to increase over the course of the
adaptive walk, achieving the complexity of the target lineage after approximately
7,000 steps and thereafter ﬂuctuating about that value. Comparing the ﬁtness
and complexity plots, it is evident that there is a degree of neutrality in the map-
ping from ontogenetic space (measured by complexity) to the ﬁtness landscape.
Clearly it is possible for multiple lineages to share an equal ﬁtness value, and for
an adaptive walk to move between these equivalent lineages via mutation.
Genotypic substitution rate measures the acceptance of newly created
networks. Initially, around 60% of mutations are accepted (i.e., are either ben-
eﬁcial or neutral). This probability decreases at a constant rate until around
step 7,000. After this point, approximately 20% of mutations are accepted with
a moderate decrease over the remainder of the walk. Should this statistic ever
reach zero, it is possible that no further adaptation could occur as the network
weights would be so ﬁnely tuned that any mutation would be detrimental. In
practice, this phenomenon was never observed in any of the simulations reported
here: there was suﬃcient neutrality in the gene network to lineage mapping to
ensure that some change was possible.
Phenotypic substitution rate measures the acceptance of networks that
generated a diﬀerent phenotype to the previous network. Initially, around 10%
of accepted networks generate diﬀerent phenotypes. This probability decreasesFig.3. Analysis of a single adaptive walk using the H. roretzi target lineage. From top
to bottom, the plots show: (a) ﬁtness; (b) complexity; (c) genotypic substitution rate;
(d) phenotypic substitution rate; (e) accepted phenotype novelty rate; (f) generated
phenotype novelty rate. See text for further details.to almost zero after approximately 10,000 generations and thereafter ﬂuctuates.
Towards the end of the adaptive walk, the probability of phenotypic substitution
falls to zero. The discrepancy between the probability of genotypic and pheno-
typic substitution can be explained by the degree of neutrality in the mapping
from genotypic to phenotypic space: while a relatively constant number of mu-
tations are accepted throughout the adaptive walk, the proportion of these that
result in phenotypic change decreases.
Accepted phenotype novelty rate measures the acceptance of networks
that generated a previously unseen phenotype. Again, a rapid initial decrease
was followed by a gradual decrease to zero as the adaptive walk proceeded. Given
the many-to-one mapping from genotypic to phenotypic space, it is possible that
a previously seen phenotype could be rediscovered from an entirely diﬀerent
position in genotypic space. This rediscovery could therefore be advantageous if
the new genotype responsible is located in a more promising region of genotypic
space—one in which the mutationally accessible ontogenies result in more ﬁt
phenotypes.
Generated phenotype novelty rate: measures the generation of novel
phenotypes by a newly created network, irrespective of whether its ﬁtness is bet-
ter than, equal to or worse than the current best. Phenotypic discovery remained
high (above 50%) over the entire duration of the adaptive walk. This constant
rate of discovery suggests that, while more accurate lineages do become harder
to ﬁnd, it is not due to the potential diversity of the system being exhausted.
Novel phenotypes continue to be generated; however, the vast majority of these
are less ﬁt than the current best phenotype.
4 The relationship between evolution and development
The ontogenetic mapping results in multiple types of neutrality Two
types of neutrality were observed to aﬀect the adaptive exploration of geno-
typic space. The ﬁrst is in the mapping from genotype and ontogeny. There are
many diﬀerent combinations of network weights that produce identical cell lin-
eage trees. This neutrality accounts for the high rate of genotypic substitution
observed in the adaptive walks (Figure 3(c)).
The second type of neutrality is in the mapping from phenotype to ﬁtness.
Considering for a moment just the spatially constrained phenotype deﬁnition:
a mutation which swaps the identities of two incorrect terminal cells in such a
way that they are still incorrect will produce a novel phenotype without any
change in ﬁtness. The adaptive walks revealed that phenotypes were frequently
substituted while on a plateau of neutral ﬁtness (Figure 3(a) and (d)). For ex-
ample, during one long period of stasis (approximately steps 1200–1800) there
was considerable neutral substitution until, around step 1800, a burst of novel
phenotypic substitution resulted in further ﬁtness increases. Two interpretations
of this dynamic are possible. First, the neutrality may have been beneﬁcial, as it
allowed search to continue where it would otherwise have become trapped at a
local optima. Second, the neutrality may have been a hindrance, introducing aFig.4. Summary of diﬀerent types of neutrality aﬀecting adaptive search. Many diﬀer-
ent genotypes map to a single ontogeny. More than one ontogeny may map to a given
phenotype. Finally, multiple phenotypes have equivalent ﬁtness values.
long period of drift where a more rapid transition to a more ﬁt phenotype could
otherwise have been achieved. Distinguishing between these two possibilities is
diﬃcult, as it implies a comparison with a search landscape that lacks neutrality,
but is otherwise identical.
A third type of neutrality—in the mapping from ontogeny to phenotype—
is known to be possible: In the ﬁrst series of adaptive walks, under all but
the strictest set of phenotypic constraints, multiple lineages were located that
mapped to the target phenotype. In practice, none of the adaptive walks in the
second series were observed to exploit this form of neutrality. One possible ex-
planation for this is that these neutral lineages are located at some distance from
one another with respect to genotypic space, such that they are not mutationally
accessible to one another. Figure 4 summarises the diﬀerent types of neutrality
that were observed or inferred from the adaptive walks.
Phenotypic improvements occur across a range of scales Analysis of
the accepted mutations over the adaptive walk shown in Figure 3 revealed that
mutations can cause phenotypic improvement across a wide range of scales. At
the lower end of the spectrum were those frequently accepted mutations that
modiﬁed the identity of a single terminal cell, and those that added or removed
a single cell. At the upper end of the spectrum were those more rarely accepted
mutations that introduced or removed a new cell type, and those that added or
removed an entire branch of the cell lineage. The size of a phenotypic improve-
ment was estimated by applying the ﬁtness function using the pre-mutation lin-
eage as the current solution and the post-mutation lineage as the target solution.
The sizes of such changes follow a power law distribution (Figure 5).
The scale of evolutionary change is a subject of ongoing debate in evolution-
ary biology [14]. The essence of the debate concerns how to explain the evolution
of species as inferred from the fossil record: is the selection of individual muta-Fig.5. The distribution of phenotypic improvements indicates that beneﬁcial muta-
tions occur across a range of scales. Mutation size was measured as the distance between
the initial and mutant lineages for each accepted mutations and sorted into exponen-
tially scaled bins.
tions a suﬃcient mechanism, or are higher-level evolutionary forces necessary?
Fisher [15] argued that mutations of large eﬀect would be far less likely to be
beneﬁcial, and hence only mutations of small eﬀect were likely to be signiﬁcant.
Kimura [16] challenged this claim, pointing out that if very rare large beneﬁ-
cial mutations did occur, they would be more likely to be ﬁxed, and hence the
distribution of mutation sizes would be skewed. The distribution observed in Fig-
ure 5 supports the claim that mutations causing both large and small phenotypic
changes can be accepted during an adaptive walk.
Figure 5 also highlights one of the beneﬁts of the gene network approach
to modelling ontogeny. If the cell lineage representation had been modiﬁed di-
rectly by the adaptive process, we would have needed to specify the sizes and
types of mutations that were possible (e.g., swapping sublineages, or adding and
deleting terminals) As it is, we did not need to impose a preconceived step size
on the adaptive process—it emerged naturally as a consequence of the dynamic
mapping.
5 Conclusions
Our investigations demonstrate that adaptive search is capable of locating net-
works whose dynamics generate speciﬁc complex developmental patterns derived
from real cell lineages. Search diﬃculty is aﬀected both by the types of constraint
(spatial and temporal) applied to the phenotypic targets, as well as their com-
plexity. The dynamics of search suggest that the adaptive landscapes resultingfrom the proposed developmental mapping are dominated by the presence of
several diﬀerent levels of neutrality.
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